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WARRANTY

PRODUCT
Brand
Modol
Delivery date

:  Uni - Jet & Euro - Jet
Type
Wan"anty.pedod
Maximum repair poriod
ttaximum aash w.ight

Tilt&Tum
5 (five) years
30 (thirty) workdays
100

WARMNTY COVERAGE
This warranty covers only the entire prcduct and its integrated parts within the wananty period stated above,
provided that the following terms ofwarranty below are met.

upon determining of any condition failing to comply with the terms of warranty, as to the personnel authorized by
Gretsch-Unitas Yapr Elemanlan Sanayi ve Ticaret A.$-, the liabilities arising from this warranty are terminated.

The time elapsed during the repair of the prcduct - the rcpair period - shall be added onto the warranty peaiod.

The repair period starts with the delivery ofthe product to Grctsch-tjnitas Yapr Elemanlan Sanayive Ticaret A.$-

lf the repair cannot be accomplished within the maximum repaif period, a new product with equivalent specifications
shall replace the product under repaia.

For the fepair work or replacement of the product covered by the warranty, the customer owning the product shall
not be charged any fee.

TERMS OF WARRANTY

The product should be used complying with the limits (dimensions, sash weight etc.) stated within technical
soecifications and the door orwindow orofile characteristics.

Installation of the products at manufacturing dealers should be carried out in compliance with the requirements
specified within the c€talogues and/or the installation schemes of the product.

Any failure or loss of function arising from any defect of other parts of or faulty installation onto the door or window
shall not be covered by the liabilities under the warranty of the product. Such cases of defect orfailure shall only be
evaluated by lhe personnel authodzed by Gretsch-Unitas Yapr Elemanlan Sanayive TicareiA-9.

lf any part of an installed product needs to be replaced, this feplacemeni shall be carried out by the authorized
personnel of the manufacturing dealer or by the personnel autho zed by Gretsch-lJnitas Yapr Elemanlafl Sanayi ve
TicaretA.9.

Any failure of loss of function arising from misuse shall not induce any liability under the warranty of the product, in
cases of;
- the pfesence of any object obskucting normal functioning of the door or window carrying the product;
- the product being exposed to additional loads beyond specified limits for use (e.9. children swinging on ihe sashes

- any other way of misuse as specified above wiihin the product catalogues.

The product should be protected against being spotted during any surface work (painting, rendering etc.) carried out
in the vicinity ofthe doors orwindows carrying the product.

Periodically, maintenance should be carried out as follows at least once a year:

. I\roving parts ol the product and point of locking should be lubricated and checked for functionality

. For safety reasons, major parts should be tested regulady and checked for wearing. As necessary,
setscrews should be tightened or replaced.

. Only non-abrasive cleaning and maintenance material of a chemical composition, which does not damage
the anticorrosive coating of the product, should be used with the product.

Authorized


